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Recognize Summary 
An integrated, value-driven employee recognition & rewards platform. 

Ability Details

Service recognition Automate, reward, and broadcast birthdays and service 
anniversaries.

Above and beyond 
recognition

A secret voting system designed for quarterly or yearly awards, 
called Nominations.

Social employee 
recognition

Role-based social recognition, both public or private. Promote 
ideal behavior and values.

Gamification Configurable points, leaderboards, hall of fame, and custom 
role to employee recognition. 

Rewards Company-supported system (day off, parking spot, company 
sweatshirt). Over 110 automatic gift cards and robust 
reporting. Provides gift cards for USA, UK, Canada, Europe, 
some Asia, and Australia.

Profiles View employee and team profiles with their top badges and 
recognitions.

Reporting Discover high-value employees across time and attributes.

Use Cases 

Promote innovation and creative thinking 
through digital badges celebrating collaboration, 
sharing, ideation, experimentation, and the other 
attributes core to innovation. Discover innovative 
employees through the reporting function, and 
promote them to participating in a skunkworks 
project. 

Increase employee retention and staff 
satisfaction by highlighting positive interactions 
in the company. Share these moments both 
publicly on the Recognize feed and privately 
through the private recognition feature. 

Unify company vision and values across stores, 
factories, and international offices. Broadcast ideal 
behaviors and actions for all types of workers 
through text messaging, email, desktop 
notifications (coming soon), API, and integrations. 

Increase workplace safety by promoting safety 
measures as digital badges. The staff who are the 
safest can redeem rewards and be mentioned in 
the hall of fame. Build good habits in your staff by 
providing positive reinforcement.

Monthly user cost (500 users and less. Discounts for larger organizations). $3/user/month

Yearly cost 10% off monthly cost

Integration or enterprise features Call for pricing

Integration Details

Outlook, Sharepoint, 
Azure, & Yammer.

Full integration into Office 365 and Microsoft’s suite of 
products. No need to onboard your staff when Recognize is 
right inside the tools they use every day.

Chrome, Firefox View your recognition portal from the toolbar.

Android, iPhone, Web 
app

Native clients as well as a fully functional, responsive web 
app.

Digital signage Kiosk mode utilizing full screen browsers on public 
televisions.

Slack beta Send recognitions from the business chat app, Slack.
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